Climate change:
What is it?
How did it happen?
What should we do about it?
Where are all the elephants?
The twentieth century was bad
for elephants.
In 1900, there were something
like 5-10 million of them.

1900

Now, about 400,000.

Now
It was bad for tigers too.

Today, about
3,000

1900: about 100,000 (they had been
hunted for a long time before)

Bad for whales too.
The blue whale, biggest animal ever
to live on Earth. In 1900, no one
knew how to hunt them; but not long
after, they figured it out.
Then, there were about 250,000.

Today, 10,000 if we’re
lucky. Nobody really knows.

But, humans have done very well.

Here you can see that in
the nineteenth century ,
the global population rose
from 1 billion to 1.6.
Then, in the twentieth, it
grew to 6.5 billion.
The coloured lines show
different estimates of
what this number will do
in the 21st century.
This vast increase in our
numbers is a very unusual
biological event, and needs
an explanation. But what
is it? Did we have more
food, less disease, more
room? What about the
great wars of the 20thC?
None of these is more
than a small part of the
answer.
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Why did humans (and cows, and rats, and cockroaches)
multiply fast for a hundred years, just when most
other living things faded away?
The short answer is a bit surprising:
we discovered OIL
Oil is energy. It’s the most concentrated and convenient of the fossil fuels
- a kind of juice, squeezed from the remains of long-dead organisms
buried millions of years ago. Natural gas comes from the same source some from the same juice-squeezer that made oil deep underground; some
from the ancient plants that created coal.

=

X 700

A tank-full of this wonderful juice contains the energy equivalent to 700
men doing hard labour for a day.
Imagine a man working hard with a shovel, 5 days a week for the whole
twentieth century. All that work for a hundred years could be replaced by
just one barrel of oil (160 litres) - yet all over the world today we burn
up 80,000,000 every day!
Energy, cheap and easy, is what
makes us rich.
Without oil, we wouldn’t have vehicles,
airplanes, tractors, bulldozers, plastics,
fertilizers, or many medicines, chemicals
or foods. Without coal and gas, we
wouldn’t have electricity. In other words,
without fossil fuels, our industry would
be about where it was 200 years ago.
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Long ago,

The fossil fuels: what are they; how do they work?
Long ago - tens and hundreds of millions of years ago - the Earth was
hotter than it is now, and vast swamps covered lots of the land. Under
certain conditions, the swamp plants, when they died, were preserved
where they lay, and over
time, formed thick layers
of boggy stuff on the
swamp floor. Eventually
they were buried under
mud & sand, then
squeezed and cooked deep
underground, and turned
into coal. Something similar
happened to the remains
of dead bacteria to form
oil.
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What makes these corpses so useful to us is that even after 100,000,000
years or more, the carbon, hydrogen and solar energy they captured all
that time ago is still there, and all we need to do to release it is burn
them - that is, combine their carbon and hydrogen atoms with oxygen from
the air.

C+O2→CO2

2H2+O2→2H2O

At the beginning of the 20th century - the oil age - we were already
doing that with coal, but after we learned all the uses of oil, fossil fuels
really took off. To get some idea how much of this energy we use, think of
a standard rugby football field (120m X 68m)
Now imagine this
covered by a big heap
of coal, 40m high.
(That’s you, standing
next to it) That much
coal is burned every 8
minutes.
Now imagine the football field covered by a stack of 200 litre oil drums the 65,000,000 we burn every day. The stack would be 2.4km high! Eight
minutes’ worth would be a stack as high as a five-story building.
Nothing remotely
like this energy use
has ever been seen
on Earth before.
Once all the fossil
fuels have been
consumed, of course,
it can’t ever happen
again.
But there’s a problem. Here’s the combustion of carbon again: C+O2→CO2.
Burning carbon produces a gas you can’t see or smell. It’s around us all the time in fact you are breathing it out right now. But adding such vast quantities of
carbon dioxide to the air has consequences we are just beginning to understand.
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Chimpanzees
Just in case you don’t find this convincing, take a moment to consider
the chimps, our closest biological relations - mammals similar in size,
and dietary needs
to ourselves. How
did they do in the
oil age?
The answer is: not
very well. In 1900,
there were several
million; now about
150,000, and
declining steadily.
Chimps never
invented
complicated tools,
have no language,
don’t cultivate their
food, and never
migrated out of Africa - so they lost out to the apes that did those
things. And although humans have been increasing their domination
for 8,000 years, it’s just in the last 100 that our impact has become
really devastating. Too bad for the chimps.

The CO2 problem:
why a small change in the composition of
the atmosphere can be a very big deal
Animals breathe out CO2; plants “breathe” it in. The gas moves easily and
fairly quickly between living things, the air, ocean and soil; and these
balancing arrangements have kept it’s concentration in the atmosphere
pretty constant for many millions of years. Not quite constant, as we’ll see.
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Composition of the atmosphere

From this diagram, you can see that CO2 is a “trace gas” - about 3 parts in
a thousand of the atmosphere. Try this thought-experiment: imagine you
are looking for CO2 in the air a molecule at a time. Then you’d need to
search through 2,500 molecules before finding one.
Now suppose you had
done this for a while, &
sorted through 25,000
molecules - mostly
nitrogen and oxygen - in
order to find 10 CO2.
There they are in the
picture on the left.
Now imagine you had
done this exercise 200
years ago, in 1788, when
our country was
founded. You’d only have
found 7 (the blue ones).
The red ones have been
added by humans, mostly
in the last 50-100 years.
Thats a 40% increase in a couple of centuries (actually most of it in just
50 years) due to our burning coal, gas & oil; cutting down forests, grazing
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big herds of cattle & growing crops. At first sight it doesn’t look as if
changing one of the trace gases should make much difference - but there’s
a catch. It has to do with an unexpected property they exert in the air.

How the atmosphere keeps us warm
This is what the
atmosphere looks
like from the space
shuttle. The thin
blue strip. That’s
it. The thickness of
the atmosphere is
like a coat of paint
on a class-room
globe - but if it
wasn’t there, Earth
would be a very
different place.
Just how different,
you can see by considering our sister planets, Venus and Mars, and our
celestial close companion, the moon.
Our solar-system “twin”, Venus has an atmosphere 90 times as dense as
ours, almost all CO2. The surface of the planet is barren, and 400˚C hotter
than it would be without its heavy atmosphere - hot enough to melt lead.
Mars, on the other hand, has a thin atmosphere, about 1% as dense as
Earth’s, also mostly CO2. And the planet is cold, with a mean surface
temperature of -56˚C.
Now think about the moon (where men have gone to take a look, it is so
close) Here, there’s no atmosphere at all. The mean surface temperature by
day is 107˚C - you could boil the billy by just putting it down in the sun and at night, the mean temperature is -153˚C - extremely cold.
Lets’ put some of these facts into a graph to summarize them.
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ATMOSPHERE & TEMPERATURE ON THREE PLANETS
EARTH

VENUS

MARS

MOON

Mass of atmosphere (tonnes)

5X1018

4.8X1020

2.5X1013

0

Mass of atmospheric CO2 (tonnes)

1.95X1014

4.56X1020

2.4X1013

0

Surface temperature (˚C)

-89 to 57

460

-87 to 20

-153 to 107

mean mid-latitude temperature (˚C)

14

460

-63

-73
Mars’
atmosphere
holds 10 times
less CO2 than
Earth’s. The
surface is cold,
with a
temperature
range much
less than the
Moon’s, but
greater than
the Earth.

The Moon’s temperature is
extreme, chilled at night
by direct contact with the
cold of space & by day
baked in the sun’s glare.
On Earth, conditions are equable. Though
the same distance from the sun as the
Moon, it never gets either as hot or as
cold here as on our satellite. Mean surface
temperature is 87˚C warmer. The range
between extremes is 68˚C on Earth; 356˚C
on the Moon. Crucially, Earth is the only
place where liquid water can exist.
Venus’ atmosphere holds
about 2 million times as
much CO2 as Earth’s. The
surface is fiercely hot all
the time.
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You might well say an atmosphere acts a bit like a blanket, keeping a
planet warm and moderating temperature extremes. And further, that:
The more CO2, the thicker the blanket will be, and the planet’s
temperature will be both hotter and less variable.
This principle is called the Greenhouse effect, and it is why adding a
small fraction of CO2 to Earth’s atmosphere is a big deal.

The greenhouse effect: how it works
Sunshine leaves the
surface of the sun at a
temperature of
5,700˚C. Eight minutes
later it reaches Earth.
As these energetic
photons pass through
the atmosphere, some
are absorbed by
clouds, and some are
reflected back to
space by water vapour,
ice crystals & haze.
In this diagram, nothing is drawn to scale - the sun is too The rest reach the
close & the atmosphere much too thick. But you can see
surface and warm it how Earth radiation (the red arrows) is sent back by the
land, sea and air.
lower atmosphere, instead of being lost to space.

Now the Earth’s
surface temperature is a modest 14˚C (average), so when it radiates, it
sends out longer wave-length infra-red photons, very different from the
ones it received. The outgoing radiation, though, doesn’t pass unhindered
through the air on its way to space, because a number of the trace gases
(specially water vapour, CO2 and methane) absorb a lot of it and hold that
energy in the lower atmosphere. That has the effect of warming it. Just a
small change in the number of these gas molecules makes a big difference
to the amount of radiation captured - and that’s why adding CO2 matters a
lot.
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People make a lot of carbon dioxide
By the end of the twentieth century, by one estimate, humans
were putting into the air each year greenhouse gases equivalent
to 42 billion tonnes of CO2. About 80% was actually CO2; the
rest mainly methane, together with a dozen or so other gases.
Where does it all come from?

About a quarter is
put into the air
when we burn coal
& gas to make
electricity and
heat buildings;
another quarter
comes from other
industrial
processes like
cement-making,
mineral extraction,
steel-making, and so on.

About 20% is due to what we do
with forests (specially the remaining
tropical forests): clearing, harvesting
& burning.

About 15% comes from agriculture - growing crops and raising
livestock for food. The 1.3 billion cattle & 1 billion sheep in the world
make a lot of methane; so do all the rice fields. Ploughing soil releases
CO2 that would otherwise be held there.

About 15% is due
to transportation 10% is cars &
trucks; the rest
airplanes, trains &
ships.
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Next, we’ll look at how much the atmosphere has actually changed.

How the atmosphere has changed
This famous graph
was started by Charles Keeling in 1958. He was the first man to begin
measuring the amount of CO2 in the air regularly, and it didn’t take him
long to discover that, as he suspected, the amount was increasing every
single year. Look carefully at his graph and you can see some interesting
things:

• Each year (in the northern hemisphere, where the measurements are
made) CO2 rises to a peak in May, then drops to a minimum in October
before rising again. This is in effect the Earth “breathing”, as the great
forests of the North grow in summer, and cease growing in winter.
• Each year, the peak and trough are both a little higher than the year
before. In 1958 the difference was 0.7ppmv (parts per million by volume).
Now it is 2ppmv - so its getting faster over time.
• About half of the CO2 from trucks, power stations, factories and fires
stays in the air; the rest goes into the ocean, soils and plants.
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• When Keeling started, mean CO2 was 315ppmv. Now (2011) it is 390ppmv.
It’s risen by 75 in the 53 years this chart has been going.
• It looks as if the CO2 was already rising in 1958 - and this has turned
out to be true. Using other methods, we’ve figured out that 200 years ago,
before the coal and oil ages, the concentration was 280ppmv. That’s the
effect of adding those extra three molecules we saw before - a 40% rise.
Other greenhouse gases have risen too. Methane has increased from
700ppbv (parts per billion by volume) to 1400ppbv; low-level ozone has
increased; the CFC’s (man-made gases not found in nature) have been
released since 1950. They are very powerful greenhouse gases. From what
we’ve seen, you might expect that if the atmosphere changes in this way,
the Earth would warm up. It has.

Global warming: a stronger greenhouse effect

These two charts show the same thing - on the left, you can see in the
little black squares each year’s global mean temperature. The wriggly red
line running through it is a 5-year average to show the trend a bit better.
In the right graph, this line is repeated with an 11-year average to make it
smoother still.
It isn’t hard to see what’s been happening. The world warmed for the first
40 years of the century, then leveled off for 30 years, then started again
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with a vengeance in the 1970’s. The total warming for the century is 0.8˚C
- which doesn’t sound like much until you think about the amount of
energy it needs to heat a whole planet that much - and the fact that it
was done in just 100 years.
Thinking about this for a moment, you might want to ask,
“Well, the world has been hotter in the past (when coal was made) and
colder (in the ice ages). Can we use knowledge of the past to say how
20th century warming will affect us?” The answer is,
“Yes, we can”. In fact the study of Earth’s climate history is our best way
to understand what’s happening; what will happen and what it will mean.
Here, for example is a study (one of many) designed to show whether the
current warming is unusual in the last 2,000 years.
This chart, the work
of Michael Mann and
his colleagues (PNAS
September 9, 2008
vol. 105 no. 36
13252-13257)
puts together
several studies of
the temperature
back to near the
beginning of the
Christian era. The
bottom graph is just
the last 1000 years
enlarged so you can
see better. Each
coloured line
represents one
independent study.
The temperature is
recovered from
evidence in such
places as tree-rings, coral reefs, cave stalagmites, lake bed mud & others.
Together, the records make it quite clear that twentieth century warming is
something new and sudden.
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This chart takes us back
12,000 years, using
somewhat different
methods. You can see a slow
cooling trend from 8,000
years (the Holocene
optimum), reversed by the
modern one (which is too
fast to show up on the
chart, but is indicated at
2004).

“What about the ice-ages?” you might ask, “can we look back there?”
The answer is “yes, we can”. To do this, scientists use the ice that’s left
over from the ice-ages, in Antarctica, Greenland, and in mountain glaciers
all over the world. Within the ice are little air bubbles that faithfully
record what the air was like when the ice was made - so this gives us a
window onto atmospheric changes too.
Greenland ice cores, stored
in a giant refrigerator. The
cores can tell us a lot
about conditions back to
about 800,000 years that’s the deepest ice so
far discovered, in the
centre of Antarctica. In
particular, they can tell us
how much CO2 & methane
were in the air for all that
time, as well as how warm
it was.

Scientists can also use tiny shells buried
in the mud at the bottom of the sea to
tell the temperature of the sea when
those creatures (foraminifera) lived. This
way, we can tell quite a lot about the
temperature of the world back at least
70 million years. We won’t go that far,
but take a look at 5 million years past.
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Top graph: The Pliocene & Pleistocene epochs, ending in the Holocene. 5.3 million years.
Gradual global cooling, with a zig-zag pattern which changes in character, first at 3
million years ago, then around 1.7 million years. Warmest Pliocene temperature about
2˚C warmer than now. Coldest in the Pleistocene ice-ages, about 5˚C colder than now.
It’s never been more than 1˚C warmer than the present in 3 million years.
Bottom graph: Each ice-age is a cycle of cooling lasting about 80,000 years; then a
faster warming for about 10,000; then a warm interval for another 10,000 years. The
cycles are not all the same, but at no time has the temperature been 1˚C warmer than
now. The closest have been the last warm (interglacial) time before the present one the one called “Eemian”, and the third before that, 400,000 years ago, the Holsteinian.

It’s worth looking carefully at these two jagged blue lines. They tell the
story of the ice ages. The top one shows the mean global temperature for
the last 5 million years; the bottom one enlarges the bit with the red bar,
so you can see more detail. It’s the 800,000 years for which we know
something about CO2 as well as temperature.
If you think about this for a moment, you’ll see that this record gives us a
nice way to answer a couple of important questions:
“How hot is it likely to get if the CO2 keeps going up the way it’s doing
now?” and
“What will the world be like if it does warm by 2˚C or more?”
We can give an answer if we can just discover what it was like, for
instance, in the Eemian, which was, after all, not too long ago; and what it
was like in the early Pliocene, when the temperature approached 2˚C
warmer.
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The ice-ages
What these blue graphs show us is
that (for at least 5 million years)
the Earth has been “flipping” from
a cold climate state to a warm one,
with a rhythm that has changed
over time. It looks as if something
about the climate system causes
these two semi-stable states and
no others. The Earth does not slide
gradually into just any condition,
but “oscillates” between its two
sorts of equilibrium, or balance.
That seems to be the lesson of the
ice-ages.
Australasia, as it was 18,000
years ago, at the cold end
of the last ice age, when
the sea was 120m lower,
and all the sea bed to
Australia’s north was dry
land. All it took to make the
sea rise that much was a
slow 5˚C of warming over
10,000 years.

North America, with nearly all of Canada under a great ice sheet mostly over
2km thick. If you could have stood where New York City is now, 18,000 years
ago, before the melting began, you’d have had a mile if ice over your head. All
of this, plus another great ice sheet over north-west Europe melted in 10,000
years, raising the sea 120m, to where it is now.
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This is the bit of the bottom graph with the green bar - a bit over half a
million years. The only times we know of in the whole Pleistocene when the
world was a degree warmer than it is now are here: at the Holsteinian
maximum, 400,000 years ago (green arrow) and the Eemian maximum 125,000
years ago (red arrow). The difference between the last glacial minimum (blue
arrow) and these peaks is just 6˚C. That gives us some idea of how much
change we can expect if the world were to warm several degrees in coming
centuries.

http://
esp.cr.usgs
.gov/info/
lite/
index.html

CO2 during the last ice age and Eemian
You can see that, as things got colder after the Eemian warmth, about 122,000
years ago, CO2 fell from a peak of 290ppmv, reaching 180ppmv before the
coldest end of the ice-age at 20,000 years ago. All the ice ages show the same
thing: CO2 has never been higher than 300ppmv during any interglacial.
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Why are there ice-ages?

Antarctic ice core
analysis showing how
temperature & CO2
move together during
glacial cycles. But does
that mean CO2 is driving
the ice-ages?
The answer is “yes &
no”. Careful study
shows that something
else triggers the
beginning and end of an
ice-age, while CO2 is
what makes it work.

What causes ice-ages?
The “trigger” has to do
with the Earth’s orbit. The
Earth leans over a bit on
its orbital plane (this is
what causes the seasons),
and the tilt changes
slowly, taking 41,000
years to go from 21.5˚ to
24.5˚ and back again.
In addition, the shape of
the orbit slowly changes
from nearly circular to
more elliptical, taking
100,000 years to do so.
When it happens that the northern summer occurs just when that hemisphere
is tilted most away from the sun, while the earth is farthest away from the
sun in its ellipse, then northern summers are cold, and snow lies on the
ground all year - conditions that start the growth of ice sheets. This happens
about every 100,000 years.
You can see why the northern, not the southern hemisphere is critical from
the two maps below. In the south, a single land-mass lies entirely inside the
Antarctic circle, and is covered in ice all the time (it’s been this way for 34
million years); but in the north, beyond the Arctic sea-ice, large sub-polar land
masses can accumulate summer snow and eventually carry the massive
continental ice sheets that grow during ice-ages.
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When the trigger is pulled for
the start of an ice-age by a
coincidence of orbital
conditions, the area of snow &
ice-covered land in the north
grows, as well as the summer
sea-ice. The white surface
reflects 85-95% of sunlight
(whereas typical terrestrial
surfaces absorb that much) and
so a giant mirror begins
growing on top of the world,
cooling it. In turn, the ocean
cools and dissolves more CO2,
reducing the greenhouse effect,
causing more cooling.

This kind of chain of causes is called a
positive feed-back, because the original
cause is amplified by its own effects. In this
way, a small change in the amount of sunlight
in the north can start the growth of enormous
ice sheets the size of continents.
The whole thing goes into reverse in exactly
the same way when an ice-age ends. That’s
what makes it important for us, because now,
feed-backs will amplify the effects of CO2 on
the climate system for the next few centuries.
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So now we know 290 ppmv was enough CO2 to warm the planet another
1˚C We also know that CO2 will be 400 ppmv sometime in 2016 - that
will happen no matter what we do meantime. So what we’d like to know
now is: “when was the last time atmospheric CO2 was 400?”; and “what
was it like then?”
We can’t give this answer as exactly as the last, which is unfortunate,
because it’s important - but it seems very likely that the last time the
atmosphere held that much CO2 was around 15 million years ago. The sea
was then 25-40m higher, and the mean temperature about 3˚C warmer.
As for how much hotter it will get, we don’t
know, because we haven’t yet decided what to

http://www.ozcoasts.org.au/

Map of the Redcliffe
region, showing the
effect of a 1.1m sealevel rise. The blue
areas are land that
would be underwater,
with everything that’s
now built there. 25m
would drown the whole
city; the last place to
disappear would be the
Redcliffe Hospital, on
the highest ground, but
eventually that too
would have to be
abandoned.

do about the CO2 - but
we can give some reasonable ideas. 500ppmv, for example would be at
least another 2˚C hotter than this; 600ppmv another couple of degrees
above that - probably more. This is a very hot world indeed, not really
compatible with the life we know. The consequences for human civilization
would be very serious indeed.
But there’s some good news. The heat building up from our stronger
greenhouse effect takes time (at least a century or two) to get into the
deep ocean, which is where it all ends up. That gives us a bit of time to do
something about it before it’s too late. But we’d better be quick.
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